
R+D+I project headed by EDICOM and funded by the European commission 
for the implementation of European e-invoicing in the Public Health sector.

Introduction

The European Commission, through the CEF TELECOM e-Invoicing initiative, has approved the project led by 
EDICOM for the rollout of e-invoicing in European hospitals and laboratories. Through this project, the implementation 
costs of European Electronic Invoicing will be subsidized in accordance with the requirements set forth both in 
Directive 2014/55/EU and in European Regulation eIDAS. 

Directive 2014/55/EU

EU Directive 2014/55 of the European Parliament and Council of 16 April 2014, on electronic invoicing in public 
procurement, aims to develop a European system ensuring interoperability among Member States, to facilitate public 
procurement and cross-border e-commerce.

The directive pursues the development of a common European standard for the definition of a semantic data model 
with the essential elements of a basic electronic invoice («European standard for electronic invoicing»), determining the 
essential elements that an e-invoice must always contain, thereby facilitating the sending and receipt of e-invoices 
between systems based on different technical standards.

Semantic interoperability ensures that the precise meaning of the information exchanged is maintained and correctly 
understood by any administration.
 

Directive 2014/55/EU focuses on semantic interoperability. This means that any invoice addressed to a 
European institution should necessarily have a minimum identifiable content in any case.

The syntax or standards used must contain the semantic elements defined by the standard in terms 
specified therein to facilitate their identification and interpretation.

EU B2G e-INVOICING Project

Financing the pilot project led by EDICOM for the 
exchange of e-invoices with public administration 
departments in accordance with the interoperability 
specifications set out in Directive 2014/55/EU. 

Participants will be members of the consortium 
co-funded by the European Commission. The project 
will enable them to exchange invoices with actual 
trading partners, in preparation for the European 
directive with which compliance becomes mandatory as 
of 2018.
 

What does the project consist of? What do the participants get?
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Senders and receivers of electronic billing in the 
European public healthcare area, such as laboratories, 
hospital trusts or government institutions. Being a 
"supranational" project, the participation of companies 
and institutions from different EU countries is 
encouraged, with a view to creating the most 
heterogeneous scenario possible in terms of 
transmitters and receivers. 
 

For each participant in the consortium, EDICOM will 
implement a multi-syntax solution able to handle 
e-invoicing in multiple standards, according to the 
needs of each participant and the specifications 
detailed in the European regulation, in order to achieve 
semantically interoperable electronic documents in the 
EU scope. 

Who can take part? What does EDICOM contribute?

Development of the European legal B2G e-invoicing 
platform according to the specifications defined. 

Tasks of integrating the IT systems of each consortium 
member with European B2G e-invoicing platform 
carried out cost-free.

Consortium members will have a test domain in the 
EDICOM e-Invoicing Platform for the duration of the 
pilot project.

EDICOM Contribution
75% of the costs incurred by the member of the 
consortium during the development of the pilot project 
will be subsidized up to €30,000, upon justification of 
the same.
 
 Own or external developments
 Staff

Internal costs reimbursement

Project participation requirements

Employees must be part of the European project consortium, considering the requirements and implications defined 
by the European call for tender CEF-TC-2016-3   e-Invoicing under Directive 2014/55/EU. These requirements are 
summarized in the following points:

September 2016 - November 2016 May 2017 - April 2018 May 2018

Submitting the organization´s 
details to formalize the request for 
participation.
 
Signing the collaboration 
agreement and other associated 
documentation. 
 

Implementing an e-invoicing 
solution or adapting the existing 
system to the EU directive 
specifications. 

Carrying out electronic invoice 
sending and reception trials.

 

Justifying the expenses to be 
subsidized through this project.

 

Information

For further information, please contact our commercial department, citing the e- invoicing project subsidized by the 
European Commission. 

OTHER PHONES

Germany | +49 1801 000 111

Belgium | +32 (0) 78 790 052

The Netherlands | +31 900 777 0020 

Portugal | +351 707 786 678

U.K. | +44 0871 277 0028

SPAIN
info_spain@edicomgroup.com 
Tel.+34 96 136 65 65

www.edicomgroup.com

FRANCE
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ITALY
info_italy@edicomgroup.com
Tel. +39 02 0064 0402  
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